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WORLD-CHANGER
1 What makes an entrepreneur different
from most humans? This is key: there’s the

person who talks about it, and there’s the person
who does it. Lots of people will spend eight years
working on a business plan; but an entrepreneur
is the person who thinks, I’m just gonna jump off
the cliff. Let’s see if I can fly. It’s a mentality of being
willing to take risks.

“Here, we focus on abundance
for everyone, on collaborating
and really winning together.”

Kenzie Biggins
WORXBEE

2 Describe your business in a nutshell.

We are an executive assistant solutions company.
I think a lot of people don’t realize how important
the role is – but an executive assistant is an integral
part of your executive team. We provide everything
from permanent placement and virtual executive
assistance support, to consulting on how corporations
use executive assistants, and we’re even getting ready
to roll out new training and professional development
resources.

3 Why is Greenville the place you chose to

create your business? I got to this three year mark
and was floundering. I didn’t know how we were going
to move the business forward. I was getting frustrated,
nothing was working. So I decided to call on people
I knew in Atlanta to see what I missing. They told me
that Greenville can do more for me right now as a
black female entrepreneur [than Atlanta]. I’ve been
here since 2017, and we’ve quadrupled the size of
our business.
There is an environment of collaboration here.
When you’re in a big city, it’s very much a battle of
the fittest. Here, we focus on abundance for everyone,
on collaborating and really winning together.
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Start writing your own story at youcangreenvillesc.com/groundbreakers

